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Abstract

ture of wireless communication channels hence makes reAd hoc networks have been proposed for a variety of applications source estimation more challenging. Multi-hop interference
where support for real time, multimedia services may be necessary. introduces further challenges to the problem, making it diffiThis requires that the network is able to offer quality of service (QoS) cult to accurately determine the available resources. Without
appropriate for the latency and throughput bounds needed to meet the sufficiently accurate estimation of channel utilization and prereal time constraint. An important component for QoS provisioning diction of flow quality, i.e., throughput or transmission delay,
is resource estimation and quality prediction. This paper describes a it is difficult to provide multimedia services with satisfactory
model-based resource prediction (MBRP) mechanism to support real quality.
time communication in multi-hop wireless networks. Specifically,
Service quality prediction is therefore an important buildwe develop an analytical model for differentiated MAC scheduling
ing
block for providing QoS in multi-hop wireless networks.
protocols. The model can predict per-flow and system-wide throughIt
also
enables effective admission control. The latter is imput and delivery latency, thereby enabling admission control of the
portant
for ad hoc networks because these networks generally
flows and providing an efficient network management utility. After
describing the basic model, we propose Enhanced MBRP (EMBRP) have limited resources, in terms of both device capabilities and
for realistic network environments. Our proposed quality prediction available network bandwidth. If a flow has rigid QoS requiremethod is beneficial in the deployment of a real ad hoc network where ments, a prediction of the achievable quality will prevent the
knowledge of resource allocation and consumption is needed to meet waste of resources at both the source node and in the whole
the service requirements. Analytical and simulation results show that network if the network cannot support the flow.
EMBRP provides accurate flow quality prediction. The results also
In this paper, we propose a model-based resource predicdemonstrate the effectiveness of EMBRP as an admission control sotion
(MBRP) scheme to provide flow quality prediction for ad
lution in multi-hop ad hoc networks.
hoc networks. Our targeted network environment is multi-hop
wireless networks where support of multimedia services is de1 Introduction
sired. To help meet the real time constraints, priority schedulWireless networking and multimedia content are two rapidly ing mechanisms at the MAC layer can be utilized in this enemerging technological trends. Among types of wireless net- vironment [1, 13, 22]. For instance, a Voice over IP (VoIP)
works, multi-hop ad hoc networks provide a flexible means traffic session has stringent real time constraints and therefore
of communication when there is little or no infrastructure, or could be labeled high priority while other delay-tolerant trafthe existing infrastructure is inconvenient or expensive to use. fic can be given lower priority. Under this context, our model
They are also useful in conjunction with infrastructured wire- supports various differentiated MAC schemes with multiple
less networks to extend the coverage area of access points. priorities and provides estimation of both per-flow and aggreWith the development of ad hoc networks, we can antici- gated network-wide throughput and delay analysis. We further
pate that multimedia applications will be popular in scenarios apply the basic MBRP analysis to a realistic network environment, i.e., unsaturated nodes and hidden terminal interference
where these networks are used.
One challenge of providing multimedia services in wireless exist, and propose Enhanced MBRP (EMBRP) to improve the
networks is that certain quality of service (QoS) metrics should estimation accuracy.
be satisfied. There has been significant research on QoS proviModel-based prediction has two important benefits. First,
sioning in wired networks. For instance, Intserv [21] and Diff- it improves channel efficiency by avoiding the waste of the
serv [10, 17] are two well-known approaches. In ad hoc net- network resources due to unprovisioned traffic. By using the
works, however, several unique characteristics make QoS pro- MBRP analysis, a flow can check whether the network can
visioning more challenging. These characteristics include the support the real time requirements before it starts. Conseshared wireless medium, mobility, and the distributed multi- quently, serviced flows will meet the desired quality, thereby
hop communication.
improving the channel efficiency. Secondly, MBRP enables
Most QoS solutions for wired networks rely on the availabil- flexible admission control with a wide range of quality poliity of precise resource utilization information for wired links. cies. This is especially important when service differentiation
However, in ad hoc networks, all traffic within a mobile node’s is supported in the network. The network quality policy can
transmission range contends for media access; the shared na- then be, for instance, to maximize the network-wide through-

An emulation-based delay estimation method, Virtual MAC
(VMAC) [3, 23], captures most of the aspects of a real MAC
and operates in parallel to the real MAC protocol. However, no
real packets are actually transmitted. Instead, the VMAC algorithm estimates the probability of collision if the real packet
were transmitted. VMAC emulates real MAC behavior without introducing any communication overhead. However, one
drawback of VMAC is that when multiple nodes simultaneously utilize VMAC estimation, they cannot detect the collisions that will occur because the packets are not actually transmitted.
Several analytical models for IEEE 802.11 have been proposed [2, 5, 15]. Bianchi [5] uses a discrete Markov chain
model to capture the behavior of CSMA/CA channel multiplexing in IEEE 802.11 and derives the saturated throughput
based on a constant and independent channel collision ratio
2 Related Work
. However, it does not specify how to calculate in a given
Resource estimation has been studied extensively in wired net- network topology. It also does not support priority-based difworks [7, 18, 20]. The bandwidth or latency of a path can ferentiation schemes. A delay model for IEEE 802.11 is debe estimated through end-to-end probing techniques. For in- rived in [2] by assuming that the channel contention of comstance, the packet bunch technique [7, 18] measures the avail- peting flows are Poisson distributed. The model also takes into
able bandwidth between a node pair by dividing the receiver- account the effect of different   and    values.
ACKed probing packets with the time interval between the first However, similar to [5], it does not specify detailed algorithms
and last received packets. Latency measurements between two to estimate channel utilization and contention window size of
nodes can be achieved through ping messages or any desig- each flow, which is the key parameter for delay estimation.
nated packets [20]. To deal with high network variability, mul- The model also does not support other differentiation schemes,
tiple measurements are needed to achieve a better estimation. such as different backoff ratio or backoff policies. A more deIn ad hoc networks, resource estimation in recently pro- tailed model to estimate channel utilization (based on which
posed QoS-aware routing protocols often takes advantage of our model is constructed) and network throughput is provided
statistical information provided by MAC layer. These solu- in [15]. The advantage of this model is that it includes greater
tions can be categorized into the following groups: active mea- detail of IEEE 802.11. One limitation of the model is that it
surement, passive measurement, emulation-based and model- does not provide flow-based estimation. It also does not support priority-based MAC schemes.
based approaches.
To summarize, these models do not fully consider different
Active measurement methods from wireless networks intypes
of differentiation schemes used in IEEE 802.11. Beherit the basic techniques for wired networks; however, the pricause
of
their limitations, the schemes cannot provide a flowmary difference is that they are typically conducted in a hoplevel
QoS
estimation at the level of accuracy that is needed
by-hop fashion, due to the lack of information about the full
path. Hence, they are often combined with the route acquisi- by admission control. These models also do not address istion process. For instance, SWAN [2] uses a request/response sues such as random channel corruption, non-saturated nodes,
probe during route discovery to estimate bandwidth availabil- or hidden terminals within carrier-sensing range. In contrast,
ity along a path. A ticket-based probing technique to measure MBRP provides per-flow quality analysis as well as considerlink delay is proposed in [9]. Each probe accumulates the de- ation of the above issues.
lay of the path it has traversed. One drawback of active measurements is that they are susceptible to network variability. 3 Model-based Resource Prediction
Extra effort is required to dampen short-time variations and
(MBRP)
maintain measurement stability.
Passive measurement techniques leverage the unique char- In this section, we propose a model-based resource prediction
acteristics of wireless networks through a collection of channel mechanism for multi-hop ad hoc networks. The primary obstatistics at the MAC layer. For instance, Quiet Time Frac- jective of our mechanism is to provide accurate resource pretion is often suggested to predict the available bandwidth of a diction for both new and existing traffic. We first describe the
wireless channel by listening to the channel and measuring the basic MBRP model in section 3.1. Then in section 3.2, we
fraction of time during which the channel is not in use [8, 24]. explain how MBRP can be applied to a realistic network enviPacket forwarding latency is often measured by timestamps ronment and propose Enhanced MBRP (EMBRP).
on RTS/CTS or DATA/ACK packets [2, 16]. Compared to ac3.1 Basic MBRP Mechanism
tive measurement, passive methods have the advantage of less
control overhead. However, they often do not fully consider The basic premise of MBRP is to provide quality prediction for
the contentious nature of 802.11-based MAC access.
both ongoing traffic and new flows so that a correct flow adput, or to admit the maximum number of high quality flows
that can be supported. However, no matter what policy is required, the admission of a new flow will affect ongoing traffic
because of the shared wireless channel. Because our model
predicts the impact of the new flow on both new and existing
traffic, flexible admission control can be achieved.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 presents our proposed
basic MBRP analysis and its improvement, EMBRP, for a realistic network environment. We then describe how an estimation module using MBRP can be integrated with existing
routing schemes for multi-hop wireless networks in section 4.
The performance of our proposed approach is evaluated in section 5, and finally section 6 concludes the paper.
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when all competing flows do not transmit. Hence, the collision
probability of a flow with priority  ,  , is

mission decision can be made according to the quality of service policy of the network. Our model is based on the model of
basic IEEE 802.11 DCF described in [2, 5, 15]. However, we
extend existing work and make the following contributions:
Development of a differentiated MAC scheme model
with multiple priorities.
Development of models for different priority-based backoff schemes.
Estimation of both per-flow and aggregated system-wide
throughput and delay.
Hence, our model is more generic and has wider applicability
than the previously proposed models. It can be used by admission control schemes for both delay and bandwidth sensitive
applications. The admission decision can be modified to either admit the maximum number of supportable high-priority
flows, or to achieve the maximum network throughput.
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Before calculating the average backoff window size, we need
to first decide what type of backoff scheme to use. The
generic
formIH of
G
JJ a priority-based backoff scheme is  5C EDF
)*"  
K % . In the Ibasic
H JJ exponential backoff scheme
of DCF,  5C ED MLN 
. In our previous work [22], we
proposed a series of priority-based backoff schemes that differentiate traffic with various priorities. One scheme is shown below as an example. A more detailed description of the schemes
and a performance comparison can be found in [22].
Let O be the maximum number of retransmissions. For the
exponential backoff scheme, the probability that the 25PKQ collision occurs is
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3.1.1 Priority Scheduling Model
To provide throughput and delay estimation, we first need to
model the node backoff behavior and analyze the channel utilization. Similar to previous work [2, 15], we assume that the
time interval between two adjacent transmission attempts is
exponentially distributed. As a result, the channel attempt rate
is assumed
 to follow a Poisson distribution with an average
rate of . We also assume that the channel collision rate, ,
is constant and only relates to the current competing traffic
load [2, 5, 15].
Let   be a set of flows with different priorities, where  denotes the total number of priority classes
supported by the system, and    ,  is the number of
flows of priority class  . To maintain the clarity of the derivation, we let flows with the same priority level have the same
average packet length  1 and the same average backoff window size !#"$ &% .
 
The current average channel attempt rate, , which indicates the number of transmission attempts in a time slot, can
then be represented by
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Then for any priority class  , the average backoff window size
during collisions is
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Now consider
the following priority-based backoff scheme
+  4 L + ~ /  6     " 2  4  KO 6 % where  is the collision rate and   is a constant associated with the flow’s priority class  to differentiate the backoff ratio of different priority
flows. We have
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where 1. + denotes
window size of flow 2 with pri- 0 the backoff
ority class  and  3 +54 1. +76 8!9"/ $% .
In contrast to previous work [5, 15], our intention is to support multiple priority levels. To this end, the channel attempt
rate, collision rate, and backoff window size of different priorities must to be differentiated.
The channel attempt rate
in Eq. (1) includes the effect
of all the flows in the system. For each individual flow with
priority  , the attempt rate of the competing flows is
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where    is the minimum contention window size. By
 
(2) adjusting   , we can adjust the sensitivity of the difference of
!9"/ /%
different priority classes with respect to the collision rate  .
Continuing the average backoff window size, !#"/ $% , calcuThe competing flows include all other flows except the given
flow itself. The transmission of the flow is successful only lation, Eq. (7) gives the average backoff window size under the
condition that the channel is sensed busy. IEEE 802.11 spec1 Our derivation also hold for scenarios where flows of the same priority
ifies
that the node transmits immediately without backoff
if
J
have different packet sizes. Instead of forming equations for each priority, we
s
C

C
.

the
channel
is
sensed
idle
for
the
DIFS
period.
Let
F


deneed to form equations for each flow. However, the basic principles are the
same and the equations are still solvable.
note the probability of a free channel when the node attempts a
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bandwidth) between two adjacent transmission
attempts is of
,>= 
exponential distribution with average
. Considering that
the 0 average packet length (the portion
H of utilized bandwidth)
is , the total utilized bandwidth, I , expressed as the ratio
of link capacity I is:

transmission
H and all competing flows are in the backoff stage,
and let   .  denote the probability of a busy channel
when
0
at least one competing flow is transmitting. Let
be the average packet transmission time:
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Using the same assumption that the transmission  attempt of
competing flows is of Poisson distribution with rate  , and the
inter-arrival time between two adjacent transmission
attempts
, = 
 , we have
is of exponential distribution with ^average
of
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0 HNM

Due
H to transmission collisions among competing flows, I
of collided bandwidth is calculated
I . Note that the 0 portion
H
multiple times in I . More precisely, if there are  flows transmitting at the same
0 H time, this portion of the bandwidth is added
 times in the I .  Because
probability of  simultaneous
 = .O % ? ABP the
transmissions is "
, under the condition that there is
a transmission,

(9)

Then the average
] backoff] window
] "/ & % is
^[f size !#

< 

Let
0 H I  be the bandwidth utilized by a flow of priority  and
be the sum of channel usage of all flows. Then,
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Hence, we have
 derived the expression of the current channel
attempt rate
as a function of average backoff
window size


!#"$ $% in Eq. (1), contending
traffic
rate
for
a node with
 
priority  as a function of
and !9"/ &% in Eq. (2),
 the expression of collision possibility  as a function of  in Eq. (3),
and finally, the expression of the average backoff window size
!#"$  % as a function of the collision possibility  in Eq. (10).
#" For" any given flow
" set E , we can obtain a derived
 ,  and !9"/  % by using a similar iteration algorithm as in
[15]. The difference is that we need to calculate the variables
for each priority separately. Specifically, as proved in [12], the
expected number of collisions in a binary backoff algorithm
grows asymptotically with $ "&%('*),+ % , where + is the number
of active stations in the network. Hence, the initial backoff
y./
window size !#"$ &%.- , in our scheme, is bounded by the following:
(11)
!9"/ $% - y0/21    | L4365 7 809 -;:=)(< >@? *)A/

% is some arbitrary constant. Given !9"/  %- y./
where B "DC
of each priority, which represents the largest backoff  win
dow size, we can first obtain the channel attempt rate by
 - y./
y- ./
using Eq.(1 and based on that, calculate  and  using Eq. (2) and (3), respectively. Then, by applying Eq.
/
(10), we can calculate !#"/ &%.- . The iteration repeats until the difference
iteration values satis+ F / ; of two + /consecutive
fies E !9"/ $%.!#"/ &%.- E 1HG , where G denotes some predefined small value. The iterative algorithm always converges
as proved in Theorem 1 in [15].

(14)

Notice
H that the first item in Eq. (14) is the no-collision portion
of I , which is also the overall throughput, X , of the wireless
link. X can be given by

X8
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Now let’s consider per-flow throughput. For each priority flow  , the channel
0 utilization is proportional to its average packet length  and inversely proportional to its average
waiting time between two adjacent transmissions. The average
waiting time is the sum of its own backoff window size !#"$  %
and the total transmission time of other competing nodes during !9"/  % . Hence, the ratio of channel utilization between two
different priorities  and 2 can be presented as:

 0 ~
"$!#"$ + % + 0
! "$ + %%| 
#

(16)

~
+
I
"/!9"/ &% 
!9/" $%%| +
; ,
% independent equations
For a total of  priority flows, "&
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of type of Eq.(16) can be listed. Together with Eq.(13), this set
of equations can be used to calculate I  of each priority.
Finally, considering the collision loss of each priority, the
effective throughput of each priority traffic is then

I

3.1.2 Throughput Model K
Given the current
 traffic rate , the competing traffic rate for
each priority  , the collision possibility  , and the average
backoff window size !9"/ $% , we now derive the throughput calculation for each priority flow.
Let I denote the capacity of the wireless link (e.g., 2Mbps).
Because the packet
  transmission attempt is of Poisson distribution with rate , the inter-arrival time (the portion of wasted
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Figure 1 shows a comparison between the analytical and
simulation results for the throughput (both per-flow and aggregated) versus the number of flows in a single broadcast
region. The lines are the numerical results calculated using
Eq.(15) and (17), whereas the symbols are the values obtained
from simulation. We can see that the simulation results closely
match the analysis, thereby verifying our model.
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We now derive
 the delay model based on the competing flow
traffic rate  and the collision possibility  , as calculated in
section 3.1.1.

Following the same analysis as in [23], let  + "/ &% denote
the total deferred time during the 2 th backoff for priority  .
Because the backoff timer only decreases when the channel is
idle, we have
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Figure 2: Delay Model Verification (parameters are the same as in figure 1).

3.1.3 Delay Model
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where + is the backoff time of the- 2 th collision. + is a Poisson
n ]
^<f \ ]  Z
+
random variable with average | and denotes
the
number
of
0
`
packets that are sent during the 0 2 th collision.
is the average Eq. (22) gives the average of the total accumulated
deferred
=
packet length of the traffic and 
L is the residual packet time for a packet transmission when backoff occurs. When the
length that caused the collision on the first try.
channel is sensed free and the flow transmits without backoff,
0 ~

 %
Hence, given the current attempt rate  and the collision the deferred time is zero if transmission succeeds or "

possibility  calculated using Eq. (2) and (3), the average
value of the total accumulated deferred time for priority  , denoted as  , can be estimated as
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Let  D     s  .  denote the transmission time of a packet,

 , then the average service delay is
 C.  "# C  C J .  ~  D J    s    . 

J! 

(24)

Eq. (24) is the result for head-of-line packets. When queuing
delay is considered, the total delay can be obtained by utilizing
the delay results of an M/M/1 queue [4]. Specifically, suppose
the traffic
JJ arrival rate is Poisson distributed with average rate
  .  , and the service
of $
distributed
J!  rate,>is

= alsoJ% Poisson
  C  C.  . Then the total
with average rate of $  C  C.  
delay is
J%  ;
JJ
,>=
 
"&$  C  C.  $
  . %
(25)

(19)

Eq. (25) can be used for admission control to check whether
the delay bound of the flow is satisfied.
Figure 2 shows the comparison between the analytical
model and the simulation results for the average packet service
latency (excluding queuing delay) as the traffic load increases.
The lines represent the numerical results calculated using the
model, while the symbols indicate the simulation results. We
can see that the simulation and analytical results are close to
each other, thereby verifying our analysis.

For the basic exponential backoff scheme, where 3 4 + 6 
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3.2.3 Adjustment using Measurement Feedback
In
addition to the above described assumptions, unexpected
0
0
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30
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50
collisions, such as those caused by control packet transmisNumber of Flows
sions and random interference (e.g., microwave or other wireFigure 3: Impact of under-saturated nodes and hidden terminals.
less transmissions), will also affect the results. As shown in
figure 3, the presence of unsaturated nodes makes our model
3.2 MBRP in Real-world Environments
overestimate the channel usage, while unexpected packet loss
due to hidden terminal, collision or interference makes our
3.2.1 Impact of Under-Saturated Nodes
model underestimate the channel usage. Depending on the real
The basic MBRP mechanism described in section 3.1 assumes network topology and traffic distribution, these issues will renodes are saturated, i.e., all nodes in the network have packets sult in a discrepancy between the model-based output and the
in their queue for transmission. When nodes are not saturated, actual measurement results.
our analysis may overestimate the actual number of collisions
To mitigate these effects, we improve MBRP by utilizing the
in the network. Figure 3 shows the impact of under-saturated difference between the measured value and the model output
nodes. The line represents the collision possibility calculated as run-time feedback to improve the accuracy of our model.
through the analysis in section 3.1.1 versus the number of com- The improved analysis is called Enhanced MBRP (EMBRP).
peting flows, assuming all nodes are saturated. The symbols
Suppose at the time when the n-th flow is admitted, the
that match the line are the simulation results with all nodes channel collision ratio estimated by new EMBRP model is

saturated. The lower symbols are the measurement results for
 " % . When the (n+1)-th flow is requested, the real channel



) of unsaturated collision ratio measurement is `C  HJ C " % . The difference
simulations with a certain percentage (
nodes, while the remaining nodes are operated in saturated between the model result and actual value is then calculated:
conditions. The difference indicates that when nodes are not

HJ
; 
saturated, the basic MBRP analysis overestimates the collision
 " %
(26)
" %  `C  C " %
rate in the network. This leads to lower throughput and higher

Hence, the difference
" % during the n-th flow request can
calculated delay.
then be used by the EMBRP model as feedback to make a
better decision for the (n+1)-th request.
3.2.2 Impact of Hidden Terminals
 First,~the
, basic MBRP model predicts the collision ratio
Another assumption used by MBRP is ideal channel condi%  based on current flow information using the pro
T"

tions, i.e., no packet corruption, and no hidden terminals. It
cess in section
from
 3.1. Then EMBRP combines the output

~ ,
does not consider the fact that a node’s carrier-sensing neigh%
 % to produce the final estimation s"
"
MBRP and
bors can also interfere with its transmission, even though the
as the following:
node cannot correctly decode the interfering packets. The im' 
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pact of interfering nodes is thus not reflected in the flow set.

 "
% 
 "
%
" %

"1 %
Hence, the modeling analysis may underestimate the actual
(

collisions in the network. This is especially true in a multi(27)
hop network where the hidden terminal problem and carrier where is the proportionality coefficient that controls the resensing interference become more significant.
sponse to changes of collision rate. A larger
improves the
Consider a simple topology as shown in figure 4, where response rate, but it may lead to systematic error or oscillanode 3’s transmission interferes with node 2’s packet recep- tion.  is the integration coefficient that decreases the retion because the
G nodesG are with carrier-sensing range of each sponse rate but diminishes system error. The adjustment of
other. Flows
and  then conflict. Because nodes 2 and the values for
and  is important for the accuracy of our
3 cannot decode each other’s packets correctly, node 1 is un- prediction. Because we do not expect the network state to draaware of the existence
of node 3. Consequently node 1 will matically change, previous measurements are weighted more
G
not include flow  in its flow set. 2 The upper symbols in fig- heavily, and is generally smaller than  . We will explain in
ure 3 show the impact of the interference from the nodes in detail the parameter selection in the experiments in section 5.
the carrier sensing range but out of the transmission range of Section 5 discusses estimation of the parameters in more dea node. With the interference from carrier-sensing neighbors, tail.

the basic MBRP analysis underestimates the collisions in the
Based on this adjusted collision rate, an adjusted can be
network.
calculated. Specifically, from Eq.(3), we have
2 If nodes 2 and 3 are direct neighbors, node 2 will include flow  S in its

{ ; %('*):" , ;  %
(28)
flow set. Node 1 will thereby learn of the interference.
0.1
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Consequently, adjusted !#"$ I% can be calculated using Eq.(10).
Adjusted throughput and delay prediction can further be obtained.
The collision rate that a node experiences is measured as
the probability that a packet transmission by the node in question fails using a standalone measurement process at the MAC
layer. Given a measurement interval, the process continuously
measures the collision rate without being triggered by the analytical model. When the latter needs the measurement result to
adjust the calculation, it obtains the results from the measurement unit.
The collision rate is calculated as following: we count the
number of failed transmissions, i.e., number of packets that do
not receive ACK packets, and divide it by the total number of
data transmissions in a given measurement duration. Hence,
we have
H x = J
0
 C  D   D D/C 
(29)


the path 
I

to reach the destination. If the
bandwidth consumption of the flow is , then the bandwidth
consumption is actually L
for nodes A and C, and
at node B. This is because nodes within transmission range of
each other contend for the shared medium. Therefore, a new
flow will consume the resources in the neighborhood of all the
nodes along the transmission path.

A B C D
Figure 6:



We further use an ARMA (Auto Regressive Moving Average) [14] filter to provide run-time estimation, considering the
previous results, to smooth the measurement. is the smoothing factor.
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(30)

Note that the collision rate measurement is passive and it
does not incur extra communication overhead, i.e., no packet
transmission is needed. Additionally, the modeling and measurement results are only calculated at the source and intermediate nodes along a flow path, i.e., the destination is not involved. This is because the interference at the reception node
is included in the unacknowledged packet measurement of the
node’s upstream neighbor.

4 Integration with Routing Protocols
Our resource prediction model can be integrated with ad hoc
routing protocols as a module sitting in between the IP routing
layer and the MAC layer, as shown in figure 5.
!!

!
!

Figure 5:



Integration with routing protocols at the IP and MAC layers.

MBRP provides channel statistics of a node’s local contending area. However, because packet delivery often occurs in
a multi-hop fashion, a local decision is not sufficient for the
setup of an entire transmission path. The interference among
neighboring nodes makes the estimation of channel utilization
more difficult. For example, in figure 6, the circles indicate
the transmission range of each node. Node A’s neighborhood
includes B, B’s neighbors include A and C, and both B and D
are C’s neighbors. Suppose node A requests a new flow using
7

An example topology.

The routing process can be augmented to analyze the interference relationship among the nodes on the potential transmission path, as well as to disseminate the flow information
along the path. Then, based on the potential flow set information, the estimated throughput or delay can be calculated using
the analytical model described in the previous section. Finally,
the source can choose the path that best meets the flow’s QoS
requirement.
We briefly describe how the model is integrated with reactive routing protocols, using AODV [19] as an example. The
basic flow setup process can be divided into a Request and
a Reply phase. In the request phase, the source node sends
RREQ messages for the new flow, including QoS information
such as the traffic class of the flow, the required quality, and the
minimum throughput or accumulated delay through previous
hops. Upon reception of the RREQ packet, each intermediate node adds a pending record for this flow and rebroadcasts
the RREQ if the flow is locally admissible. This indicates that
the predicted quality of the new flow is within an acceptable
range, i.e., the minimum available bandwidth along the path is
larger than the flow’s throughput requirement, or the accumulated delay is smaller than the latency requirement. If the flow
is not locally admissible, the RREQ packet is dropped. After the propagation of RREQ packets, intermediate nodes use
Neighbor Reply messages (NREP) to notify neighbors about
the potential load, including the new flow information. The
updated flow set information, disseminated by NREP packets,
serves as the input of the analytical model as described in section 3.1.1. The RREQ packet reaches the destination if a path
with satisfied quality exists.
If a RREQ message is received, the destination node sends
a Route Reply message (RREP) along the reverse path to the
source node during the reply phase. Intermediate nodes obtain
updated neighbor load information through the NREP packets
in the Request phase. They now recompute the quality of service that can be provided to the flow and forward the RREP
if the new flow is locally admissible. The source node selects
an optimal path based on the available levels of service. Once
data packet transmission begins, the nodes along the propagation path also send NREP packets to notify their neighbors
that the flow has been admitted. Therefore, all nodes that are
affected by the new flow obtain updated channel utilization information.

experiments so that results with a large number of flows can
be shown.
Figure 7 shows the results of bandwidth prediction for each
flow. The symbol represents the simulation results for the average per-flow throughput. The dotted line is the numerical
result calculated using the basic MBRP model. The model results are lower than the actual throughput because of the overestimation of collision possibility as shown in figure 3. By using the measured collision rate to adjust the model calculation,
EMBRP obtains results close to the simulation values.
The parameter in Eq.(27) is set to 0.2, and  is set to 0.8.
is because more weight is
As explained in section 3.2,  C
given to previous results to achieve
stability.
As the results be
come more stable, the impact of " % approaches zero, , while
" % becomes smaller because  1 . As
the impact of w
more flows are admitted, nodes experience longer service delay, and consequently longer queuing latency. Hence, the impact of the understaurated condition is reduced.

When path breaks due to node movement, route maintenance is performed so that the source node can re-discover
a new valid route. In this case, flow information is updated
through the new setup process. In a highly mobile environment, frequent broken paths and neighbor nodes changes will
result in stale flow information and, consequently, inaccurate
flow quality estimation. However, it is likely that a valid and
stable route rarely exists with the high mobility. We foresee
that the integration of MBRP with routing protocols will be
most effective in environments with low or controlled mobility. For instance, backhaul networks consisting of wireless routers that provide multi-hop communication for mobile
nodes are well-suited for our model.
The above discussion describes how MBRP can be combined with reactive routing protocols. For proactive routing
protocols, flow set information can be exchanged between
neighboring nodes through Hello messages or any other periodic neighbor link update messages. However, an extra call
setup process is needed to accomplish the quality prediction.
This is because the interference that will be caused by the new
flow cannot be determined by neighbor exchanges alone. The
proposed MBRP mechanism can also be integrated with QoS
routing protocols in a similar manner.

5.2 Grid Topology

5 Experimental Results
We implemented our approach in the NS-2 [11] simulator with
the Monarch mobility extensions [6]. A modified MAC protocol is used to provide differentiated scheduling as described
in [22].  Ob  is set to 32 and O is 5. The link bandwidth
is set to 2 Mbps. The value of in the collision measurement (Eq.(30)) is set to 0.8 to place greater weight on recent
Figure 8: Grid topology.
measurements. The AODV routing protocol, modified as deThis set of simulations examines the effectiveness of apscribed in section 4, is utilized for multi-hop communication
plying MBRP to admission control in a multi-hop network.
in the second and third sets of simulations.
grid with inter-node spacSpecifically, the nodes form a
5.1 Single Broadcast Region
ing of 200m, as shown in figure 8. The parameters of the flows
are indicated in table 1. For high priority VoIP flows,? we J re1
C .
quire delivery delay less than 100 ms as indicated by 
0.9
simulation result
0.8
MBRP analysis
The
minimum
bandwidth
requirement
for
high
and
low
priorEMBRP analysis
0.7
ity traffic
- J is 64 kbps and 100 kbps, respectively, as indicated
0.6
C . This traffic pattern represents a network environby
0.5
ment where background traffic is delay-tolerant while higher
0.4
0.3
priority is given to traffic with stringent real time constraints.
0.2
In
this set of experiments, we use the following admission pol0.1
icy: admit the maximum number of flows while ensuring that
0
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
Number of Flows
their received quality of the service meets their service needs.
All the flows in figure 8 are started sequentially at 10 second
Figure 7: Throughput prediction with under-saturated nodes.
intervals. Among them, flows 2, 4, 6 and 8 are high priority,
The first set of simulations explores MBRP performance in
while the rest are low priority.
a single-hop scenario, where a group of source and destination
pairs are all within the same broadcast region. No interferTable 1: Priority traffic parameters.
YD/C
C 
Priority
Packet Size
ence from the carrier-sensing range neighbors or hidden terClass
(bytes)
(Kbps)
(Kbps)
(ms)
minals occurs in this scenario. All the flows have the same
High (G.711 VoIP)
160
64
64
100
Low (CBR)
500
200
100
priority where the priority adjustment parameter  equals 0.
The packet size is 1000 bytes. 1/3 of all flows are operated
When there is no admission control, all flows start at their
at non-saturated condition, with a packet sending rate of 10 scheduled time. When MBRP is applied, i.e., no measurepkt/s, while the remaining flows all have sending rate of 100 ment feedback is utilized, the first 7 flows are all admitted,
pkt/s. MBRP is not used for admission control in this set of while the 8th flow is rejected. When EMBRP is utilized, the
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Admission results with high priority flows.
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64
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Table 5 shows the flow admission results using EMBRP. The
8th high priority flow is rejected because its delay requirement
cannot be satisfied. The 10th flow is rejected because, if it
was admitted, the quality of service of the other flows would
degrade unacceptably.
Figure 11 shows the average packet delivery latency (in logarithmic scale) for the high priority flows with and without
admission control. The data points represent the average delay of all the flows, while the error bars indicate the maximum
and minimum delay among the flows. For instance,
G at 80 seconds, the average delay of the 7 admitted flows ( G
is rejected)
is 41.2 ms, while the maximum
delay
of
one
flow
(
) is 55.2
G
ms, and the lowest of a flow ( ) is 30 ms. When no admission control is performed, at time 80s the average delay of
the 8 flowsG is 82.7 ms. However, the service needs of one of
the flows ( ) cannot be met; itsG delay is 127.7 ms. Similar
events occur at time 100s, where y is rejected when EMBRP
is used. This indicates that by predicting the per-flow quality,
EMBRP assists the flow admission decision so as to meet the
needed service quality constraints. Note that we shifted the

16

f6



186
174
166

Table 5:

Latency for High Priority Flows (ms)

Average Packet Delivery Latency (ms)

T

Flow ID

64

f4



64
64
64

5.3 Random Topology

No admission control
Admission control with MBRP
Admission control with EMBRP

f2



To better understand the performance of MBRP, we now examine random topologies. In this set of simulations, we gen,
, 
erate a random topology in a 5 O
O area with 50
nodes. Flows are randomly chosen between node pairs and the
traffic parameters are the same as described in table 1. Ten
low priority flows are started at the beginning of the simulations and are used as background traffic. We then increase the
number of high priority flows at 10 second intervals. The average path length is 2.7. Because the impact of hidden terminals
and carrier-sensing interference is more significant than in the
under-saturated conditions in a multi-hop environment, and
 are set to 0.2 and 1.1, respectively.

256

0

?

198
194
190


, ,
 in general can achieve
fic scenarios, for positive
,  
fairly accurate and stable prediction.

6th flow is rejected, while the rest are all admitted. Tables 24 show the throughput of the admitted flows with each of the
different schemes. The underlined values indicate that the flow
does not receive its required quality. When there is no admission
(as shown in table 2), the throughput after time
~control
 
decreases
for flows that experience more
Py
G significantly
G
contention, i.e., through . When admission control is utilized, seven flows are admitted; however, the flows receive different quality, as indicated in tables 3 and 4. Flows admitted by
EMBRP in general have
higher throughput than that of MBRP.
G
is
admitted using MBRP, the throughIn particular,
when
G
put of falls below 64 kbps, resulting in poor quality. When
the measured collision rate is fed back into the model calculation, EMBRP achieves better performance because the impact
of hidden terminal and carrier-sensing neighbors are included
in the calculation.
Figure 9 shows the average packet latency of the high priority flows after allG  flows started.
When there is no admisG
sion control, both
and
fail to meet their delay requireG
ment. When admission control with MBRP is used,
does
not receive required quality. When EMBRP is utilized, all admitted flows have average latency below 100 ms. Figure 10
further illustrates the packet delivery latency for the admitted
high priority flows using EMBRP. All the admitted flows have
average latency of less than 100 ms. The occasional surge of
latency for the flows is caused by the temporary flooding of
routing control packets. Because we place more weight on the
previous collision rate than the current rate, this occurrence is
short-lived. Specifically, the feedback parameter is set to
0.2 as in the first set of experiments, and  is set to 1.1. The
intuition of choosing this value is that as more flows are admitted in the network, more interference from carrier-sensing
neighbors and hidden terminals occur. The difference between
the measurement and analytical results therefore increases. We
also examine the value of  with different topology and traf-

1024

Throughput for EMBRP admitted flows (Kbps).

Figure 10:

Average packet delivery latency.
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dotted lines for the results without admission control so that
the error bars do not overlap.
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Packet delivery latency for admitted high priority flows.

Figure 12 further shows the packet delivery latency for each
admitted high priority flow when admission control is applied.
The data points are the average delay of each flow after time
100s; no new flow is admitted after that time. The error bars
indicate the 95% confidence interval of the delay for each individual flow. The results show that the quality of service needs
of each flow is met, thereby verifying the effectiveness of EMBRP as an admission control solution.

6 Conclusion
This paper proposes a model-based resource prediction mechanism that supports real time communication in multi-hop
wireless networks. An analytical model for differentiated
MAC scheduling protocol is given, with adjustments for the
multi-hop environment. The model can predict per-flow and
system-wide throughput and delivery latency, thereby enabling
admission control of the flows and providing an efficient network management utility. This is beneficial in the deployment
of a real ad hoc network where knowledge of resource allocation and consumption is needed to meet the service requirements.
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